The Microscopy Society of America (MSA) is the world's largest professional association of microscopists. The society presently provides the only forum for certification of technologists in the disciplines of biological transmission electron microscopy in the Americas. The certification program was initiated in 1978 to establish standards of technical skills required for ensuring proficiency in biological microscopy practices that could be recognized as leading to national certifications.
The program is administered by the MSA Certification Board whose members are appointed by the chairperson and approved by the Council of the Society. The board's charter is to develop appropriate parameters and practices that include fair and impartial review of applicant academic records and related references, formulate written and practical examinations for testing, and provide a professional forum for dialogue between the candidate, board members, and the society. Since its inception, the board has certified 2,047 microscopists who now have the MSA-approved acronym "CEMT" appended to their names to recognize their established professional expertise as Certified Electron Microscopy Technologists.
The board is active in promoting the importance and value of certification. Much attention is given to relaxing the notion by employers who believe that certification is not a critical requirement in their management practices for career advancement, job opportunities, change of venue, and upward mobility. To change this perception, the board and its chairman are very vocal in extolling the virtues of certification to management groups, human resources departments, and prospective candidates. The usefulness of certification is typically exemplified by the conferee's newly recognized professional expertise and how senior personnel and managers respond to the conferee's newly acquired value to their institution's mission.
Recently, the success of the MSA certification program has prompted interest by people in materials science to develop similar certification standards. Because the MSA Certification Board continually searches for mechanisms to encourage multidisciplined traffic in the certification process, the board has embarked on a mission to prepare itself for certifications of materials technologists by inviting leading investigators and teachers of materials disciplines to function directly as MSA Certification Board members. In addition, the board has prepared a questionnaire for distribution to selected materials personnel for immediate feedback on the value of certification within their discipline. The result will eventually be one MSA Certification Board, certifying both biomedical and materials technologists.
For more information concerning certification, please refer to the MSA Website http://www.microscopy.org. 
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